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C# 5 First LookPackt Publishing, 2012

	C# is a wonderfully expressive and powerful language that lets you focus on your application rather than low level boilerplate. Over the last decade, the C# compiler has evolved to include many features from dynamic and functional languages, all while remaining statically typed. Most recently, it also tackles the proliferation of concurrent...
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Ext JS in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Ext JS in Action, Second Edition teaches Ext JS from the ground up. You'll start with a quick overview of the framework and then explore the core components by diving into complete examples, engaging illustrations, and crisp, straightforward explanations. You'll feel like you have an expert...
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The Struts Framework: Practical Guide for Java ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"I heartily endorse this book. Since an early copy of Sue's manuscript hit my desk, it has not left my side and is now well thumbed and gathering coffee stains from regular use." Simon Chappell - Java Programming Specialist with a Fortune 100 company."


"Sue Spielman launches the aspiring Java J2EE programmer on...
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Backbone.js CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		For JavaScript developers the Backbone.js framework is full of potential. This book, with its accessible recipes, allows you to get to grips with building modern frontend web applications, quickly and easily.

	
		Overview

		
			Easy-to-follow recipes to build dynamic web applications
	...
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Enterprise Application Development with Ext JS and SpringPackt Publishing, 2013

	Designed for intermediate developers, this superb tutorial will lead you step by step through the process of developing enterprise web applications combining two leading-edge frameworks. Take a big leap forward in easy stages.


	Overview

	
		Embark on the exciting journey through the entire enterprise web...
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Sencha Architect App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Sencha Architect is the fast way to build visual apps and this guide will show you how using Ext JS and Sencha Touch. Learn how to increase your productivity for the fast moving mobile app world.


	Overview

	
		Use Sencha Architect’s features to improve productivity
	
		Create your own...
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Full-Stack Web Development with Vue.js and Node: Build scalable and powerful web apps with modern web stack: MongoDB, Vue, Node.js, and ExpressPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring the frontend and backend together with Vue, Vuex, and Node.js

	
		Key Features

		
			Construct modern web applications with Node 10, Express.js, MongoDB, and Vue
	
			Leverage the latest web standards to increase code performance, readability, and cross-compatibility
	...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPhone Application Development in 24 Hours, 2nd EditionSams Publishing, 2010

	Figures and code appear as they do in Xcode


	Covers iOS 4.0 and up, and iPhone 4


	Additional files and updates available online


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build...
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Ext JS 4 First LookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Ext JS 4 introduces major changes compared to Ext JS 3. There is a new data package, new charts, and new, updated layouts. The framework was completely rewritten to boost performance.


	This book covers all the major changes and new features of Ext JS 4 using code examples, explanation, and screenshots of the result of the code....
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Building RESTful Web Services with Spring 5 - Second Edition: Leverage the power of Spring 5.0, Java SE 9, and Spring Boot 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to implement the REST architecture to build resilient software in Java with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Follow best practices and explore techniques such as clustering and caching to achieve a reactive, scalable web service,
	
			Leverage...
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Jump Start PHPSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2013

	
		Get a Jump Start on PHP today!

	
		PHP is a key server-side technology in web development, enabling you to quickly and simply develop interactive, usable and engaging websites and applications.

	
		In just one weekend with this SitePoint book, you'll learn how to:

		
			Install all of the...
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RailsSpace: Building a Social Networking Website with Ruby on Rails (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Ruby on Rails is fast displacing PHP, ASP, and J2EE as the development framework of choice for discriminating programmers, thanks to its elegant design and emphasis on practical results. RailsSpace teaches you to build large-scale projects with Rails by developing a real-world application: a social networking website like...
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